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pring breathes new

life into

HR career initiatives: A
letter from the president

Why are you a SHRM member? Perhaps it’s to access learning and
development opportunities? Perhaps it’s an opportunity to connect with
other HR professionals? Perhaps you enjoy mentoring others and helping
them expand their network and skill sets? I joined SHRM for the former two

Contact Us
Linkedin.com/company/
16168142

and over time have added the third reason as well. As I joined the board
and moved into the President role, I’ve continued to meet amazing HR
professionals who are passionate about the work they do and the people
and companies they serve.
Wichita SHRM exists to advance people – to help you develop in your career

ADVERTISE
YOUR
BUSINESS IN …

and with your organization. We’re a volunteer organization led by people
who are passionate about advancing our chosen profession. I ask that you
consider volunteering to strengthen our chapter. This could be through

HR Focus

recruiting new members, serving on a committee or the board, attending
special events, or just by sharing your ideas with us. Reach out to me or
another board member to find out how you can affect the trajectory of our
chapter and our profession. We sincerely appreciate your membership and
interest in Wichita SHRM and invite you to advance your membership

Communi
cations@
wichitashrm.
org

through volunteering with us.

Chapter President 2018
Carrie Cox PHR, SHRM-CP
Carrie.cox@aghlc.com
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Board of Directors
Our Board of Directors for the 2018 year includes some of the most diverse and influential HR
professionals yet. Coming from a wide range of industries, their opinions and leadership help to
shape the organization to make it the most respected SHRM affiliated chapter in the state.


Carrie Cox
President
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Vice President – Programs

Katy Bingham
Director - Certification
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President - Elect

Amber Neises
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Vice President - Membership

Denise Sherman
Director - Diversity

Lori Zern
Secretary

Mary Anne Szczepanski
Vice President – Public
Relations

Mary Jenkins
Director – Workforce
Readiness

Jan Mead
Kristy Hawkins
Jena Lysen
Director – Student Director – Sponsorship Director – Networking
& Advertising
Relations

Amanda Huelskamp
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Relations
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TITLE VII
PROHIBITS
SEXUAL
ORIENTATION
DISCRIMINATION
The Second Circuit Court of Appeals became
the second federal appeals court to hold that
Title VII prohibits discrimination on the basis
of sexual orientation in the workplace.
The decision in Zarda v. Altitude Express, Inc. aligns the
Second Circuit with the Seventh Circuit in the ongoing
evolution of Title VII and its application to sexual
orientation discrimination. Both cases involved en
banc decisions by the entire court.
Donald Zarda was a former skydiving instructor who
alleged that he was fired due to his sexual orientation.
He filed an EEOC charge claiming that his discharge was
on account of his sexual orientation and gender in
violation of Title VII, and repeated the claim in federal
court, claiming that he was discharged because his
behavior did not conform to gender stereotypes. Zarda
sometimes disclosed to his female clients that he was gay
as he prepared them for tandem skydiving jumps during
which he would be strapped in tightly to the
client. Although Zarda thought that approach would
ease concerns about any inappropriate behavior, one of
his clients and her boyfriend complained to his former
employer. The company fired Zarda shortly thereafter.
After acknowledging that the EEOC has maintained since
2015 that sexual orientation discrimination is protected
by Title VII and the Seventh Circuit’s same conclusion, the
Second Circuit held that “sexual orientation
discrimination is motivated, at least in part, by sex and is
thus a subset of sex discrimination,” overturning is own
prior decisions. The Court’s decision focused on three
main factors.
First, the Court concluded that sexual orientation
discrimination is a function of sex, comparable to sexual
harassment and other perceived evils previously
recognized as violating Title VII. Second, “sexual
orientation discrimination is predicated on assumptions
about how persons of a certain sex can or should be.”

The Court held that Title VII has long been interpreted
(including by the Supreme Court) as prohibiting
employment decisions based on stereotypes. Sexual
orientation discrimination, the Court found, is
grounded in the concept of gender stereotypes—“real
men should date women”—and the Court therefore
ruled such discrimination as a subset of sex
discrimination.
Finally,
sexual
orientation
discrimination is a form of associational discrimination
that is in violation of Title VII, similar to antimiscegenation policies. According to the Court, an
employee’s sexual orientation is rooted in his or her
association with someone of the same sex, which is
itself discrimination based on the employee’s own
sex.
It is unclear at this time whether Zarda will be
appealed to the Supreme Court. As courts’
interpretation of Title VII continues to evolve,
employers in jurisdictions that recognize a cause of
action for sexual orientation discrimination should
stay vigilant about ensuring that their employees are
not subjected to such discrimination in the
workplace. This is especially true on the federal level
for employers in states covered by the Second Circuit
(New York, Vermont, and Connecticut) and Seventh
Circuit
(Illinois,
Indiana,
and
Wisconsin)
decisions. And employers in these and other states
should remain mindful of state and local laws that
provide similar protections. We encourage employers
to review their policies and practices to ensure that
they comply with federal, state and local laws in this
emerging area of workplace law.
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September 19-21
Century II Convention Center
225 W. Douglas Avenue Wichita, Kansas 67202
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2018

IN
HR FOCUS

May

16

INNOVATIVE ONBOARDING
The focus is on giving you techniques to roll out the red carpet
for new hires and increase retention and productivity. Since
employees make up their minds pretty quickly, first impressions
are more important than ever.

June

20

Company Culture: By Default or By Design?
Every company has a culture, whether it is intentional or not.
The impact a company’s culture has on attracting,
developing and retaining talent can be more important than
compensation and benefits – and yet not all organizations
give their culture a second thought.

July

18

Compensation & Engagement: Is Connection a Myth?
Does compensation have a high impact on how engaged
your workforce is, or is that simply a myth? We will explore
key drivers of engagement and unveil studies that show a
favorable view toward compensation and a highly engaged
workforce.

[Click HERE to go to the interactive calendar]
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COMPENSATION & BENEFITS

AGE BEFORE
BEAUTY?
How to cater to the multi-generational workforce
Words By: Emily Douglas

Design By: Matt Bonnar

Growing old gracefully is a phrase we’re all too used to hearing, and yet
one which is being adhered to less and less. In the 1950’s, there was a
clear-cut structure as to how your life and your career would pan out. You
begin work after high school, go on to progress exponentially for a good
40 years, wind down somewhere around your early 60’s, and ease
yourself into a comfortable and well-earned retirement. However, where
for better or for worse, that’s simply not the way things are done
anymore.
Thanks in part to significant advances in medical science, a better
understanding of what keeps us alive for longer, and changes to the law,
employees are now routinely working their planned retirement age. This
leaves us with the rather modern phenomenon of the multigenerational
workforce. With varying age groups traversing alongside each other, HR
departments have their work cut out in re-evaluating certain aspects of
the workforce to make them suitable to all employees – most pressing of
which is their benefits package.
Business in the Community’s Age at Work Director, Rachael Saunders,
says that one way to retain an elder workforce is by tailoring what you
offer them to make them stay. She explains: “68% of unemployed 50-64
year olds and 85% of inactive over 65s said increased availability of
flexible and part-time work would help them return to work. Older
workers are also more likely to be ‘overemployed’ and work more hours
than they would like to, and flexible working can help address this.
Employers can support this by enabling remote working and/or flexible
hours for all employees, engaging with older workers to make them
aware of flexible working as an option which may not have previously
been available and introducing flexible benefits with options for people at
different stages of their lives.”
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So what exactly should HR be looking out for when
crafting a multigenerational benefits package? Well,
according to Debra Corey, Group Reward Director at
Reward Gateway, it’s a lot to do with flexibility. “The
key to creating a benefits package that appeals to a
multigenerational workforce are three simple but
powerful words – balance, choice and flexibility,”
she explains. “By keeping these in mind, you’ll have
a better chance of appealing and engaging with
your workforce, regardless of generation. When it
comes to choice and flexibility, ask yourself – what
can I do to build this into each benefit program? For
example, if you offer a wellbeing benefit, why not
provide one that gives employees choice, letting
them decide what wellbeing means to them
personally? By introducing choice and flexibility,
you’re putting decision-making in the hands of
employees and creating a more meaningful benefits
package that meet their individual needs.”

“On the surface, younger workers are not particularly
interested in Group Life Protection; however, they may
The reality is that older workers will have different ideas of
be interested in benefits such as Critical Illness, Medical
what a benefits package should include when compared to
and Cash plans; more immediate benefits. Nowadays,
their younger colleagues. Our lifestyles change as we age, our
younger employees are part of “Generation Rent” and
priorities shift and our notions of usefulness overtake our
as such the most important benefit that they should be
penchant for extravagance. Paul Avis, Marketing Director at
considering is Group Income Protection. Ironically, this
Canada Life Group Insurance, revels to us what benefits should
is the one benefit younger workers believe that they
be at the top of employer’s perks list: “HR needs to set clear
will not need. State benefits have been reduced
objectives around what you want the package to achieve,
massively – so much so that losing one person’s income
these can range from staff attraction and retention, through
would make it impossible to live in many UK cities.
improved health, well-being and productivity. The latter, as we
Younger workers need to protect their incomes, and
know, is growing in importance to individuals so it makes
should do so sooner rather than later.
sense to focus your employee benefits packages on that.
“For older workers, the importance of Critical Illness is
growing whilst single people also value that benefit as
60% of all staff
it is paid to them, as happens with group income
protection, rather than their dependents as happens
would be happier
with a death benefit scheme. Everyone will know
if their firm
someone who has had cancer, a heart attack or stroke
offered healthy
and so by having benefits such as critical illness,
employees are safeguarding themselves from the
snacks or meals –
sometimes disastrous outcome of being diagnosed with
Eat Club
a serious condition.

For workers aged
20-30 years old
gym memberships
are amongst the
top three perks PwC
75% of employees
reported they’re more
likely to stay with
their employer
because of their
benefit program –
Willis Towers Watson

And as Avis suggests, younger workers will have
different needs to older staff; they’ll also have different
expectations of HR. Corey expands on this, adding:
“We often talk about designing benefits to appeal to a
certain age or generation, but instead I like to think of
them appealing to a certain “need.” Just because you’re
21, it doesn’t mean you’re not interested in pension,
for you may be. Just because you’re 30, it doesn’t
mean you’re interested in childcare vouchers, as you
may not have children. What appeals to you depends
on you, what you personally need and what motivates
and drives you.”
And whilst we may have veered away from the era of
nine-to-five, and perhaps enjoy a faster pace of life, we
have the benefits to help us through.
10 | ItP may
a g e not be the
1950’s boom anymore, but we can still enjoy the high
life.

An Update On:

Diversity and Inclusion Initiatives
The Wichita Chapter of SHRM will participate in the
4th Annual Collegiate Career Advancement Program
(CCAP) on June 1st , from 5 to 7 pm at Newman
University. HR professionals will conduct mock
interviews and provide resume critiques for rising
college juniors, seniors or recent college graduates.
If you are interested in participating in this event,
please contact Denise Sherman at
denise.sherman@sckans.edu or 316 871-8002.
The Wichita Chapter of SHRM is also supporting the
upcoming Urban League Diversity and Inclusion
Summit on Friday, May 25, 2018 at Wichita State
University – Rhatigan Student Center from 8 to 3
pm.
For more information, contact the Urban League
office at 316 262-2463, kansasul@gmail.com or
www.kansasul.org.
- Denise Sherman, Wichita SHRM Diversity Director
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WELCOME

NEW SHRM

MEMBERS
Growth.
Networking.
Resources.

Our Incoming HR
Professionals in Quarter Two:

Jennifer Barton
William Bishop

What is your ‘why’ for
joining SHRM? We’ve
provided at least 3 reasons
we believe our HR
professionals join our
organization. We know
we have such a diverse
member group, so tell us.
What is it that drives you
to add your name to this
list?

Andrea Jones
Emmanuel Lebile

Michelle Brenwald

Kim Ligon

Therese Chaloupka

Katie Link

Denise Christian
Joseph Forred
Tara Fortune

Margaret Looper
Mark Owens
Haley Remsberg

Anna Foster

Sally Rogers

Jamie Freed

Michael Stoltenow

Brian Gericke

Lauri Stuber

Michelle Graham

Carol Warhurst

John Hanaway

Michele Wedan

Michael Harris

Amanda Westerman

Katherine Holmgren
Maggie Jackson

Tandy Youel
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TALKS ON HR
Human resources is a huge part of what makes businesses work.
Strengthen and motivate your team with these accessible talks focused
on creating a rich, spirited company culture. Check out this talk with
Simon Sinek on “Starting with Why – How Great Leaders Inspire
Action.”

How Great Leaders Inspire Action – Simon Sinek
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Wichita SHRM is currently looking for generous
donors for our raffle baskets for the rest of 2018!
We would love to have your donation that would
help support and raise money for Wichita SHRM! If
you or your organization would like to donate a
basket, please send an email to:
Mary Anne Szczepanski
mszczepanski@workforce-ks.com

OR
Jena Lysen
Jena.Lysen@aghlc.com
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Get
Involved.
Being a part of our organization is
more than just a membership, it’s a
way of life. As Wichita SHRM, we feel
we have what it takes to help you
succeed in your career. That’s why
we’ve come up with 4 ways you can
be a part of our organization.
When we say there is something for
everyone, we mean it. We work in HR
after all.

01
02
03
04

Become a sponsor
Join a committee
Come to the events
Contribute to the
Newsletter
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TECHNOLOGY

Be Prepared to Avoid
Netflix-Like Corporate
Social Media Snafus
The use of social media by companies for public
recognition isn’t a new concept. As social media
platforms expand, so do the number of companies
using them to promote their brands and reach new or
potential customers.
Words By: Jodi R. Bohr

Design By: Jessica Hatfield

But those companies have to rely on their (fallible) employees to come up
with new or creative ways to attract followers and garner attention using
their corporate social media accounts. Has an example come to mind?
Available examples are fairly limitless. Search “corporate social media
fails,” and you will be inundated with stories of blunders caused by (wellmeaning) employees. One of the more recent and notable examples was
a tweet by @Netflix that went viral in December 2017: “To the 53 people
who watched A Christmas Prince every day for the past 18 days: Who
hurt you?” Although Netflix remained relatively unscathed by this tweet,
the example highlights concerns that employers should always have in
mind when using social media to market their brand.
Who manages your social media accounts? Don’t leave social media
accounts within the sole purview of the technology department. While
security maintenance requires the involvement of the technology
department, many issues involving social media use—confidentiality,
conduct, and privacy—require HR involvement. Both teams should work
together to ensure that proper security and content are maintained.
Do you have a social media policy for corporate accounts? Maintaining
corporate social media accounts requires thorough social media policies
on developing ideas, using proper content, and setting the appropriate
tone for the communication. Employees should also be trained on
managing social media accounts. Caution employees on attempts to be
personal and provocative. Otherwise, be prepared to respond to public
relations headaches. When in doubt, content should require multiple
levels of review and approval.
Is your company using surveillance capitalism? In the Netflix example, the
employee tweeted about usage data gathered from its paying customers
in an effort to evoke a bit of humor. (I, for one, laughed out loud when
reading this tweet, wondering if my daughter was a guilty culprit.) This
tweet didn’t violate Netflix’s privacy policy that all its customers agree to
and quickly forget and ignore. Just the same, take heed that paying
customers don’t want to see their mined data splayed for the world to
see in 280 characters.
Take care to limit employee access to user/customer data to avoid the
appearance of having a cavalier attitude regarding privacy. Digital data
open up temptation and risk, so you should strictly enforce policies
protecting customer privacy.
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HR FOCUS
NEWSLETTER
Listen.
We are so hyped that you keep reading
our newsletters. Is there even a better
way to stay up to date on HR happenings
in Wichita?
Did you know you can contribute to the
newsletter too?
Submit articles, ads for your business,
events and much more!

Q3 Content Submission Deadline:
July 15th, 2018

Q3 Newsletter Publication Date:
August 6th, 2018
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PLEASE,
Make sure you log in to your profile on our new
website. We want to make sure all of your
information is up to date and was transferred
correctly. Check to make sure your national
membership number is present in your profile along
with any events you attended for recertification
credits.

Thank you.
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WICHITA SHRM
2018 HR
SCHOLARSHIP
Wichita Chapter of the Society for Human Resource Management
Seeking applications for Fall semester 2018
The Wichita Chapter of SHRM is accepting applications from college students pursuing a HR-related
degree. The fund is managed by a seven-member trustee board.
Eligibility criteria for education scholarship:
1. Applicants shall have a junior or senior standing in undergraduate coursework or be a graduate student.
2. Applicants shall be enrolled in an accredited college or university with a human resource degree program(s)
based in Wichita, Kansas, currently including Friends University and Wichita State University.
3. Applicants shall have and maintain a minimum GPA of 2.5 on a 4.0 scale.
4. Applicants shall have a declared major in a Human Resource Management related field or be enrolled in a
relevant graduate degree with an emphasis or focus on Human Resources.
5. Applicants shall have a demonstrated commitment and interest in Human Resources through one or more
of the following:
a. Involvement in campus and/or community service.
b. Involvement in SHRM at the student or professional level.
c.

Description of work experience in a Human Resource-related area.

Eligibility for State Conference Scholarship and SHRM Certification Prep Scholarship:
1. Applicants must be a member of Wichita SHRM.
2. Applicants shall have a demonstrated commitment and interest in Human Resources through one or more
of the following:
a. Involvement in campus and/or community service.
b. Involvement in SHRM at the student or professional level.
c.

Description of work experience in a Human Resource related area.

3. Applicants must be actively working in Human Resource-related area or pursuing a career in Human
Resource related area.
The grant of Scholarships will be made for the Fall 2018. Applications are being accepted between now and May
31, 2018. The Board of Trustees will contact the recipient by August 1, 2018. The Board of Trustees have allocated
$2000 to be awarded in University Scholarship and may also award one State SHRM Conference scholarship and
one scholarship for a certification prep course. Interested individuals can find an application online at
http://www.wichitashrm.org/news/396674/Wichita-SHRM-HR-Scholarship--Form.htm. Applications should be
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mailed to SHRM Scholarship Fund, P.O. Box 1276, Wichita, KS 67201.

How the
Navy
Prepared Me
to Be a
Better CEO
With Memorial Day approaching, I’m reminded of how
my time in the Navy provided the building blocks of
shaping the business leader I am today.
Written By: David A. Yovanno

Designed By: Jessica Hatfield

I can remember that morning in 1989 when I
was standing tall at the front of my bunk in a
warehouse-like Navy barracks at 4 a.m. on
the first day of boot camp. I was 18 years
old, had a freshly shaved head, and one of
more than 100 enlisted sailors, all of whom
had just been awoken violently by our
company commander after only one hour of
sleep.
Before I could process the situation, the
commander seemingly randomly handed me
a sword and told me I was in charge for the
next two months. I was now the recruit chief
petty officer (RCPO), a responsibility that was
completely unexpected and profoundly
important. Little did I know it at the time, this
moment would set the course for my
professional career in business.
All branches of the military have a chain of
command, and while title and rank dictate
authority, they do not guarantee respect.

The military forces you to choose
what kind of leader you want to
be. You can either let your rank
do the talking, or let your actions
speak.
Since then, I’ve learned that the
same rules apply for executives in
the business world.
As RCPO, my official duties
included maintaining good order,
discipline, security, and
maintaining punctual training
schedules.
What this really meant was that I
became a psychiatrist for the guys
contemplating suicide, the arbiter
of racist arguments and tension
within the company, and the
bouncer who broke up fights. I
was the first one awake and the
one who had to motivate
everyone else to make sure we
arrived everywhere on time.
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If anyone within the company screwed
up, I was punished, typically by being
told to drop down and do push-ups. For
the first couple of weeks, I was doing
push-ups at least five times a day,
anywhere from 10 to 100 at a time. I
didn’t care, because I felt a deep sense of
responsibility. As the days went by, it
seemed that others within the company
began frequently looking to me for
instructions and advice.
By the third week, the company was
dialed in—we knew the routine and we
were making fewer mistakes. One day,
our company commanders busted us on
a completely made-up charge, and I was
told to drop. The guys grumbled, but
they had learned early on not to say
anything, otherwise they would be
forced to drop as well.
As I got down in plank position, one of
the most inspiring things in my life
happened: My entire company did the
same, voluntarily. The commanders just
laughed and had us do push-ups
together for half an hour. I don’t know if
this outcome was part of the official
training plan, but from then on, everyone
shared a deep sense of camaraderie. The
entire company felt it was us against
them, and that we would work together
and have each other’s backs, no matter
the mission.
Military terminology is prevalent in the
business world, and while the phrase “in
the trenches” is used quite often, its
importance can’t be underestimated,
especially with today’s increasingly
competitive fight to innovate and grow
businesses. While work isn’t a life-ordeath matter, camaraderie and a onefor-all mentality is crucial. Teams of
employees don’t reach their highest level
unless every person buys in. This starts
with the CEO, who must be engaged in
the work in a visible way.

“The entire company felt

it was us against them,
and that we would work
together and have each
other’s backs, no matter
the mission”
The experience I shared with my fellow
sailors on that day was in no way
guaranteed, but came as a result of my
dedication to every single person within
my training company. As an executive, I’ve
learned that I can’t work 9 to 5 and check
out at the end of the day while others
continue to toil. Everyone has a job to do,
and no one should sit on a perch watching
others perform. It doesn’t matter who
founded the company, who has the most
exits, or who holds a certain title. The
ultimate respect has to be earned, and the
only way to do that—and instill a culture
of togetherness—is for the CEO to lead by
doing, not by issuing orders.
David A. Yovanno is CEO of Impact Radius.
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UPDATE
SPONSORSHIP & ALA CARTE ITEMS 2018
SHRM Members and Sponsors:
We are happy to announce that we have fulfilled our sponsorships for the 2018
year. However, we want to let our members, sponsors and future sponsors and
business partners know that we still have plenty of available services! Below you
will find our Ala Carte items that allow you to pick and choose services that you
would like to utilize to partner with us:

Rolling Banner Ads



30 day placement in main rotating box on website
landing page (premium)
new
 30period
day placement
for in
ways
small square
to provide
box on bottom
an even
of
landing
page (standard)
are website
excited
to announce
with the addition

 Rolling
Bannerinto
Ad with
Premium
Positioning
As we
continue
2018,
we
enter a

Rolling
Standard
better opportunity to our members.Ad
We
of the new website, we are now also offering new sponsorship and A la carte
options for access to over 400 + SHRM members.
the
linksdonation
to our
packages
Cash, food,Click
beverage
or prize
to offset
costsitems.
of Foundation or Scholarship fund raising
for more
information
on pricing
and included
Special
Event
Sponsor
events. Includes recognition on all social media (FB,
LI, Twitter)

E- Blast
Quarterly Newsletter Ad
Job Posting
Social Media Posts



Promote your company, event, etc. through an
e-blast to our database ( 1,000 + individuals)



1/6 page to full page ad for your company/event



30 day posting to website; includes 1x
promotion on social media sites (LI, FB, Twitter)


Promote your company, event, etc. on social
media (LI, FB, Twitter). One purchase = 1 blast
on all three sites

Monthly Door Prize



Provide cash/gift card or other door prize for
monthly programs; receive name recognition
during program and through social media
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WE HAVE SOME NEW
FEATURES YOU SHOULD
CHECK OUT
Our website is brand new and we
think you should take look, you’ll
be impressed
We have so many exciting things going on! You can now pay for our events via
PayPal or Debit/Credit Card. We also have fun and new updates for our events
up on the website. Find our Membership Spotlight, quarterly newsletter,
events, HRCI and SHRM certification resources and more!
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Why you should get
SHRM Certified
There are many reasons why you should pursue
SHRM-CP or SHRM-SCP certification. Once you set
your goal, it’s time to talk to your manager and let
them know the value of certification. We’ve
provided 3 topics to hit so that this conversation will
go smoother.

My knowledge will be current and relevant
Now, more than ever, HR teams are required to assume a greater leadership
role, contributing to and advancing their organizations’ strategic direction.
The SHRM-CP and SHRM-SCP credentials recognize this trend and take a fresh
and current look at what HR professionals need to know—and how to put
that knowledge to work.

I will learn practical skills that will impact my job immediately
When I prepare for the certification exam with the SHRM Learning System, I
won’t be simply memorizing a textbook; I’ll be applying concepts, using
behavioral judgment and understanding best practices for handling day-today business as well as unexpected scenarios. I’ll be learning from the
experiences of other HR professionals, sharpening my skills, and boosting
my productivity and effectiveness.

It’s a lifelong learning process
The SHRM BoCK, the foundation of my credential and recertification, is
supported by SHRM, is kept current and relevant, and encourages lifelong
learning. Training of this caliber and reliability cannot be replicated, and it
provides an opportunity for our entire HR team from which our whole
organization can benefit—ultimately saving our organization time and money
on training and professional development.
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u To Our Sponsors
Our sponsors help us to continue to provide for our HR professionals. Whether
that’s sponsoring an event, a door prize, a newsletter ad or even an event
basket; our sponsors help us (and helps you) get our name out there for the
world to see.

Program & Door Sponsors
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EMPLOYEE RELATIONS

WITH
SYMPATHY
How to help a grieving employee
Written By: Beckett Frith

Designed By: Matt Bonnar

Bereavement is something that affects
everybody at some points in their lives, and
its impact can be devastating. Cruise
Bereavement Care, a charity which
supports those who have lost a loved one,
says that each circumstance is unique, and
people experience grief in an individual
way. Your response to an employee’s
bereavement needs to be equally individual
to support them through this challenging
time.
What is grief?
Your first step in helping an employee is
understanding what exactly grief is. You
may have heard of the five stages of grief –
denial, anger, bargaining, depression and
acceptance. This model was first introduced
by Swiss psychiatrist Elizabeth Kubler – Ross
in 1969, and while it may not be a perfect
explanation, sufferers and therapists have
said the framework has helped them
understand the different emotions they
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may be feeling.

Amy Armstrong, Senior Faculty at Ashridge
Executive Education, Hult International Business
School, warned that experiencing such strong
feelings can cause people to act in ways you
may not have expected. “During the grief
process, individuals may behave out of
character,” she says. “For example, a normally
outgoing person may withdraw from social
settings, or a usually calm person may react
angrily.
“This can be part of the grieving process for
some people, so it is important that colleagues
do not judge or criticize seemingly
uncharacteristic behavior.”
“A bereaved member of staff could benefit from
a number of things, the most basic being
understanding,” added Chris Netto, PR & Media
Manager for Cruise. “Grief is always unique and
can manifext itself in many ways and within
different timescales. A sympathetic employer
would be aware of this and help manage the
staff member in the most appropriate way.”
Compassion vs practicality
One of the first steps you can take is to have a
policy in place, as a guidelines for managers.
“Everybody is an expert by experience on
themselves,” says Petra Velzeboer, Clinical and
Training Director for Wellbeing Solutions
Management. “But when something like this
happens, employers can panic and might not
know what to do because they are afraid of
saying or doing the wrong thing.” As such,
having a robust policy ready for dealing with
immediate concerns, such as leave, should give
you a starting point for your response.
However, Stephen Pierce, Deputy Managing
Director & Chief HR Officer of Hitachi Europe,
said that while it is important to have a policy in
place, flexibility is key. “Traditionally policies
would have allowed time off in the event of a
death of a spouse, parent, brother, sister or
child, but families are not much more
complicated, and employers need to respond to
this rather than sticking to rigid rules,” he said.
“This means considering what is reasonable
based on the relationship between the
employee and the relative they have lost.”

Striking a balance between showing
compassion and being fair is essential, but it
can be difficult for HR to make such a decision.
Pierce suggested that the employee’s line
manager is often in the best position to make
such decisions on individual cases. “The best
way to do this is when their manager knows
them well and can ensure the response is
supportive and fair,” he said. “It is one of many
situations where great managers make a
difference.” Enabling your line managers to
determine the correct course of action allows
them the flexibility required.
Ongoing Support
Even if it seems the employee is back to their
usual selves within a few weeks, it is vital that
the support on offer does not dry up.
“Individuals appearing to perform as normal on
the surface can struggle to psychologically
adjust for a long-time after a bereavement,”
says Armstrong. “Line managers should look
out for hidden signs of distress and take the
opportunity to offer ongoing confidential nonwork conversations.”
Velzeboer said that the three month mark can
often be the time that employees need help
the most. “Around this time, it can be helpful
for you to check in again with the employee,”
she said. “At first, they may have coped by
continuing with their routine, but this is the
time that the dust starts to settle. Therapy can
often be the most useful at this time, so it can
be worth suggesting this as an option again.
You should be able to check in on the person
affected and ask them what kind of support
they would like.”
“As they say one of life’s few certainties is
death,” said Chris Netto, adding that
supporting a grieving employee can be a
strong business incentive in the long term.
“Not only would the member of staff be
supported in a traumatic time in their lives, but
once they are back at work, they will often
display a significant level of loyalty through
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As summertime approaches, families will have

If you or your place of work is interested in

to begin planning for their children being

supporting this food drive, please let me

home. For some families, they will see their

know! I will be more than happy to come to

food budgets double over the summer

you to pick up any donations, drop off

months. With this added stress, on top of

donation

parents work life, Wichita SHRM wanted to

whatever else you may need. You can also

offer a helping hand. Through the end of

utilize the below link to give monetary

May, Wichita SHRM has partnered with the

donations. Some highly needed items

Kansas Food Bank to help provide for these

include: Peanut butter, cereal, canned meals

families. Clean out your pantry and donate

and canned fruits.

boxes,

provide

signage,

what you can!

John Ford
Director of Membership,
Wichita SHRM
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or

THANKS TO ALL WHO ATTENDED OUR
FEBRUARY, MARCH AND APRIL LUNCHEONS!
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THE
FUTURE OF

HR
On April 27th and April 28th, KS SHRM hosted its first ever Student Summit and HR
Games at Wichita State University. This inaugural program brought human
resource college students together from K-State, KU, Fort Hayes State and Wichita
State to compete in a jeopardy style competition of human resource knowledge
for growth and professional development.
There were approximately 35 students in attendance and 7 teams that competed
in the HR Games, which tested their understanding of the basic body of HR
knowledge and helped prepare them to pursue professional certification. KU
placed 2nd behind Wichita State, in the single elimination style tournament.
The conference also provided students opportunities for networking and
mentoring with human resource and academic professionals one-on-one, as well
as a social networking event on Friday evening with bowling and billiards.
For a first year event, everything went better than expected! We are looking
forward to hosting the summit again in 2019 at another university and growing
on this awesome program.
Thanks again to all those who volunteered and helped make the summit a success.

- Amanda Schmits, KS SHRM College Relations Director
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Searching
for an HR
job?

You’ve come to the right place.
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Find out how to advertise your company HR job openings
HERE.

